
 

 

Recovering From Loss: Creating Healthy Goals to Aid You 

Through the Grieving Process 
 

Losing a loved one is one of the most difficult experiences a human being can endure. It drains you emotionally, 

mentally, and physically. While the wound will never fully disappear, it eventually becomes a scar as you heal. 

During the recovery period, even though the pain remains and you may feel as if even the smallest tasks are beyond 

you, making goals can help you take steps towards healing. Today, Louis J Rapoch Funeral Home has some tips and 

resources to help you through this challenging chapter of your life. 

 

 

1. Change Up Your Living Space 
 

Your surroundings can affect your mood and mental health. Altering your home to create a more peaceful 

environment can make a big difference. Research shows that colors affect the mind in various ways. Repainting 

rooms in blue or white, typically associated with peace, or green, which inserts a touch of nature's innate comfort, 

may produce a soothing sensation. If the prospect of painting a room is not one you relish, you can accent your 

existing decor with items like throw rugs or cushions in calming colors. 

 

Alternatively, you could declutter your home, which is known to reduce stress. Studies show that minimalism has 

numerous benefits for mental health, but even if you don't want to commit to a minimalistic lifestyle, reorganizing 

and opening up space can help you feel freer and less crowded. Remove items you don't need. Rearrange closets, 

cabinets, and pantries.  

 

You can also limit clutter by digitizing paper documents. In fact, you might want to try using a tool that will allow 

you to merge your documents, thus keeping similar documents in one file and making organization much easier.  

 

https://www.rapochfuneralhome.com/
https://sites.psu.edu/siowfa15/2015/09/17/colors-and-the-human-mind/
https://www.peacexpeace.org/which-color-is-associated-with-peace-and-harmony/
https://www.theplainsimplelife.com/mental-minimalism/
https://www.theplainsimplelife.com/mental-minimalism/
https://www.adobe.com/acrobat/online/merge-pdf.html


2. Invest in Your Physical Wellbeing 
 

There exists a correlation between the state of your body and mind. When your body feels unwell, so does your 

mind. It's okay to indulge in junk food in moderation, but it's important to also include healthy foods like whole 

grains, green leafy vegetables, and fruits into your diet. Lower your caffeine intake, as too much can amplify 

anxiety, which can, in turn, increase depression. Tell yourself you'll eat at least one healthy meal a day. 

 

You may not have the energy or time to hit the gym every day or go running every morning; many people don't. 

However, you can still find easy ways to incorporate physical activity into your life, such as taking the stairs instead 

of the elevator or power walking on your lunch break. There are also short workouts you can do from home that take 

less than half an hour. 

 

3. Don't Go It Alone 
 

Sorrow often forces people to hide inside themselves. It can be tempting to isolate yourself and drive away those 

who want to help, even if you don't mean to. Accept support from others. You don't have to stolidly endure alone, 

and you shouldn't. 

 

Seeking professional therapy is perfectly okay, not a sign of weakness. If you're too overwhelmed with grief to go to 

a physical location, there are mental health services available virtually. They offer convenience, privacy, less cost, 

no travel time, and security, and the commitment is less demanding. There is also a vast assortment of licensed 

experts you can choose from, so finding online therapists that suit your needs is easy. Many will even grant you a 

complimentary first consultation just in case they aren't the right match for you. Make it a goal to make that first 

appointment. 

 

4. Do Things That Make You Happy 
 

Activities may not bring you the same joy for a while, but self-care is imperative to healing. Take the time to enjoy 

your hobbies, whether they be watching movies, going hiking, reading, or anything else. Make time at least once a 

week to just be happy and relax. 

 

If possible, you should also prioritize the pursuit of your business goals and work to keep busy, so long as this serves 

less as a distraction and more as an opportunity for personal fulfillment. You could even consider starting an LLC, 

since that business structure has a number of benefits including certain legal protections and tax benefits, as well as 

reduced paperwork, and can be a productive outlet for your time and energy. 

 

Obviously, the loss of a loved one is a terrible thing. It can be hard to want to do anything after experiencing it, but 

taking first one step, then another, then more, will propel you on a healing journey. Remember to take time for self-

care, as well as the healthy pursuit of your goals, and you’ll be living the life your loved one would want for you. 

 

Louis J Rapoch Funeral Home understands what you are going through and we are here to help. Please contact 

us any time of the day, any day of the week. 
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https://hside.org/link-between-physical-and-mental-health/
https://newsnetwork.mayoclinic.org/discussion/does-caffeine-make-depression-worse
https://newsnetwork.mayoclinic.org/discussion/does-caffeine-make-depression-worse
https://blog.myfitnesspal.com/10-minute-no-equipment-total-body-workout/
https://www.zenbusiness.com/pennsylvania-llc/
https://www.rapochfuneralhome.com/
https://www.rapochfuneralhome.com/contact-us
https://www.pexels.com/photo/a-woman-crying-while-holding-white-roses-7676539/

